Academic Services for Student-Athletes experienced unprecedented success during the past academic year. The achievement of our student-athletes is a testament to the countless hours spent in study hall; performing in the classroom; student dedication; academic services staff interaction with students, faculty, and staff. Our coaches and support staff are to be commended for the assistance they provided while following up on requests for academic improvement throughout the year. The following outline highlights those student-athletes from the spring 2010 semester.

HORNET ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL STUDENT-ATHLETES BY SPORT
(12 credits or higher and 3.00 GPA)

**BASEBALL - 18**
- Zach Adkins
- Mike Alexander
- Justin Allen
- Joey Babuca
- Peter Broehl
- Charles Dailey, Jr
- Jordan Elliott
- Zachary Candeloro
- Hassan Evans
- Elliott Gardner
- Matt McClain
- David Michael
- Mitchell Moore
- Aarron Nardone
- Chris Rivera-Pintado
- Eddie Sorondo
- Cameron Cecil
- Derek Marshallsea

**BOWLING - 8**
- Nicole Bower
- Victoria Bush
- Crystal Connelly
- Jennifer Creno
- Ashlen Kuhar
- Ryanne Tyler
- Noe’L Walker
- Stephanie Sheridan

**CHEER Team - 13**
- Melodi Baldwin
- Raveen Boykin
- Breyana Brady
- TyRae Freeman
- Ayanna Williams
- Jasmine Jackson
- Damara Jones
- Tyler Major
- Chaya Mayo
- Meginie Merine
- Shynieka Taylor
- Christen Thomas
- Kashyia Thomas
**EQUESTRIAN - 14**
Alyssa Berfield  Lindsey Blum  Shelby Bonneville  Taylor Duke  Brianna Fedorkowicz
Liz Goering  Heather Hotz  Jere Hutson  Tiffany Lee  Cailynn Fedorkowicz
Jordan Odle  Kenzie Trueba  Lauren Voss  Krystal Saint-James

**FOOTBALL - 26**
Ernest Adjei  Tarique Anderson  Josh Bailey  George Bansah  Mike Davis
Quintin Fortes  Alan Hart  Dimitri Hill  Keith Hunter  Marco Kano
Marlon Kelly, Jr  Robert King  Ryan Langdon  Clark McCready  Davon Moore
Kimani Robinson  Cory Scott  Lamar Shaw  Aaron Richardson  Gabriel Sherrod
Isaiah Simpson  Chikeze Ukeje  Milton Williams  Justin Wilson  Will Womack
Brandon Cunningham

**WOMEN’S TENNIS - 6**
Kristina Aleksic  Vanja Andonova  Ksenia Kozlova  *Kristen Lopez  Brittany Marshall
Marina Sicic

**MEN’S BASKETBALL - 4**
Nick Doyle  Jordan Lawson  Brandon Oliver  Casey Walker

**MEN’S TRACK - 11**
Jesse Allen  Amir Armstrong  Stephen Bowe  Tyquan Brown  Christopher C. Williams
Andre Henry  Ed Hurley  Kevaughn Laviea  Alpha Mansaray  Terrell Oliver
David Okeke

**SOFTBALL - 13**
Ashley Bennett  Kelsey Doherty  Nicole Gazzola  Samantha Gross  Kelsey Lewis
Jessica Madrid  Stephanie Martello  Nkili Matthews  Rachel Meagley  Chloe Oro
Rochelle Sablay  Miranda Pedersen  Jordan Stamps
VOLLEYBALL - 4
Edarkis Branch Sonya Inderbitzin Jasmine Jackson Jessica Russell-Croucher

WOMEN’S Golf – 3
Brooke Foster Ellisa Lee Aisha Peete

WOMEN’S Lacrosse– 7
Kiyanna Brown Cris Glenn Miranda Hawkins Emily Peets Rhian Sellers
Imani Thompson

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL - 7
Tasia Bristow Ashley Davis Kianna Doliveira Chelsea Dukes Crystal Pitt
Jade Washington Morgan Woodruff

WOMEN’S SOCCER - 15
Julia Bossert Kaitlyn Corder Tere Crawford Morgan Durham Caitlin LaFountain
MeKayla McAdoo Katie Melore Taylor Melton Darcy Pelz-Butler Kelly Pelz-Butler
Jeanette Salgado Kaitlyn Schech Danielle Valente Theresa Wappett Candace Wyre

WOMEN’S TRACK - 10
Ketsia Dornevil Calisa Emerson Tracey Fan Fan Anaya Reid Kiana Reid
Dashera Richardson Tiffani Savage Brianna Tilghman Djnab Williams Janae Wilson